press release

OPAC TURNS A SUN BED INTO A TABLE
The company strengthen the partnership with Monte Carlo Yachts

Rivalta di Torino, 22 September 2014 -The OPAC “Yachting Division“, leader in boating accessories and
custom projects for yachts decks and yacht cover structures, adds yet another product to its already expanding
range: the table that turns into sun bed.
You never have enough room aboard your boat. So, long live those “magical” solutions, that can make two
different things out of one. This is one of the best examples of that magic, and fits to smaller and larger yachts.
The partnership with Monte Carlo Yachts concerns the supply of enclosing systems (T-top and soft-top) but
extends to other accessories that can make living aboard easier and more practical. The shipyard has just
commissioned OPAC an extendable table to be placed on flybridge of their yachts. It can raise from the cushions
level and become a dining table, with a complex mechanism. The yard has supplied the stand (with three electric
actuators) and the table surface, shaped and milled to host the moving parts according to OPAC design. Once
reached the upper position, the table rotates 45 degrees to better fit the seating guests. When closed it
measures 1.3x.1.3 mt (4 ft 3 in per side), but it can double the size opening the four “wedges” normally tilted.
The mechanism underneath is almost totally concealed in the wood, and allows to unlock, rotate the table, and
open the corners for the largest dining space.
As it’s customary for OPAC, every detail has been carefully designed to be practical yet durable. For the first unit,
the surface finishing has been chosen by the customer, but many others are available according to the trim and
type of the boat.
The company, which employs a workforce with high specialization, aims to satisfy customer demands for
optimum integration with deck layout.
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